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Abstract
We started our investigations in 2005. Our goals were to address some
of the more gaping holes in the Java ecosystem and bring it on par with
the languages touted as more productive. The first effort was to design a
better web framework, called “Aranea”. At that point of time Java had
more than thirty actively developed web frameworks, and many of them
were used simultaneously in the same projects. We decided to focus on two
key issues: ease of reuse and framework interoperability.
The next issue that we focused on was the data access layer. We believed
that SQL is the right way to access the data in a relational database,
as it expresses exactly the data that is needed without much overhead.
Instead of embedding it into the strings, we decided to embed it using the
constructs of the Java language, thus creating an embedded domain-specific
language (DSL). As one of the goals was to provide extensive compiler-time
validation, we made extensive use of Java Generics and code generation to
provide maximum possible static safety.
Our work on the SQL DSL made us believe that building typesafe em-
bedded DSLs could be of great use for the Java community. We embarked
on building two more experimental DSLs, one for generating and manip-
ulating Java classes on-the-fly and the other for parsing and generating
XML. These experiments exposed some common patterns, including re-
stricting DSL syntax, collecting type safe history and using type safe meta-
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data. Applying those patterns to different domains helps encode a truly
type safe DSL in the Java language.
Our final and largest effort concentrated on a major disadvantage of the
Java platform as compared to the dynamically-typed language platforms.
Namely, while in PHP or Ruby on Rails one could edit any line of code and
see the result immediately, the Java application servers would force one to
do “build” and “deploy”, which for larger applications could take minutes
and even tens of minutes.
We came up with a novel and practical way of reloading code on the
JVM, which we developed and released as the product “JRebel”. We made
use of the fact that Java bytecode is a very high level encoding of the Java
language, which is easy to modify during load time. This allowed us to
insert a layer of indirection between the call sites, methods and method
bodies which was versatile enough to manage multiple versions of code and
redirect the calls to the latest version during runtime.
Today, seven years after we began our efforts, it is clear that our ap-
proach to web framework development did not bear a lot of fruit. The
framework itself has been released as open source in 2005. The typesafe
DSL effort was more successful, as it influenced both further research on
the topic and some changes inspired by this and similar efforts made its
way into the design of the latest JPA specification. Our dynamic code
reloading solution is in wide use today in the Java community, with over
3000 organizations using it day to day.
10
Disclaimer
All copyrights and other forms of intellectual property related to the JRebel







“The fact is, reality is
complicated, and not amenable
to the one large idea model of
problem solving. The only way
that problems get solved in real
life is with a lot of hard work on
getting the details right. Not by




Since the Tim Berners-Lee famous proposal of World Wide Web in
1990 [Bern 90] and the introduction of the Common Gateway Interface in
1993, the world of online web applications has been booming. In the nineties
the Java language and platform became the first choice for web development
in and out of the enterprise. But by the mid-aughts the platform was in
crisis – newcomers like PHP, Ruby and Python have picked up the flag as
the most productive platforms, with Java left for conservative enterprises.
However, this was not because those languages and platforms were sig-
nificantly better than Java. Rather, the issue was that innovation in the
Java ecosystem was slow, due to the ways the platform was managed. Large
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vendors dominated the space, standards were designed by committees and
the brightest minds were moving to other JVM languages like Scala, Groovy
or JRuby.
In this context we started our investigations in 2005. Our goals were
to address some of the more gaping holes in the Java ecosystem and bring
it on par with the languages touted as more productive. The first effort
was to design a better web framework, called “Aranea”. At that point of
time Java had more than thirty actively developed web frameworks, and
many of them were used simultaneously in the same projects. We decided
to focus on two key issues: ease of reuse and framework interoperability.
To solve the first issue we created a self-contained component model
that allowed the construction of both simple and sophisticated systems
using a simple object protocol and hierarchical aggregation in style of the
Composite design pattern. This allowed one to capture every aspect of
reuse in a dedicated component, be it a part of framework functionality, a
repeating UI component or a whole UI process backed by complex logic.
Those could be mixed and matched almost indiscriminately subject to rules
expressed in the interfaces they implemented.
To solve the second issue we proposed adapters between the component
model and the various models of other frameworks. We later implemented
some of those adapters both in a local and remote fashion, allowing one to
almost effortlessly capture and mix different web application components
together, no matter what the underlying implementation may be.
The next issue that we focused on was the data access layer. At that
point in the Java community the most popular ways of accessing data was
either using embedded SQL strings or an Object-Relational Mapping tool
“Hibernate”. Both approaches had severe disadvantages. Using embed-
ded SQL strings exposed the developers to typographical errors, lack of
abstraction, very late validation and dangers of dynamic string concatena-
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tion. Using Hibernate/ORM introduced a layer of abstraction notorious for
the level of misunderstanding and production performance issues it caused.
We believed that SQL is the right way to access the data in a relational
database, as it expresses exactly the data that is needed without much over-
head. Instead of embedding it into strings, we decided to embed it using
the constructs of the Java language, thus creating an embedded DSL. As
one of the goals was to provide extensive compiler-time validation, we made
extensive use of Java Generics and code generation to provide maximum
possible static safety. We also built some basic SQL extensions into the
language that provided a better interface between Java structures and re-
lational queries as well as allowing effortless further extension and enabling
ease of abstraction.
Our work on the SQL DSL made us believe that building type safe
embedded DSLs could be of great use for the Java community. We em-
barked on building two more experimental DSLs, one for generating and
manipulating Java classes on-the-fly and the other for parsing and gener-
ating XML. These experiments exposed some common patterns, including
restricting DSL syntax, collecting type safe history and using type safe
metadata. Applying those patterns to different domains helps encode a
truly type safe DSL in the Java language.
Our final and largest effort concentrated on a major disadvantage of the
Java platform as compared to the dynamically-typed language platforms.
Namely, while in PHP or Ruby on Rails one could edit any line of code and
see the result immediately, the Java application servers would force one to
do “build” and “deploy”, which for larger applications could take minutes
and even tens of minutes.
Initial investigation revealed that the claims of fast code reloading were
not quite solid across the board. Dynamically-typed languages would typ-
ically destroy state and recreate the application, just like the Java appli-
cation servers. The crucial difference was that they did it quickly and the
17
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productivity of development was a large concern for language and frame-
work designers.
However as we investigated the issue deeper on the Java side, we came
up with a novel and practical way of reloading code on the JVM, which
we developed and released as the product “JRebel”. We made use of the
fact that Java bytecode is a very high level encoding of the Java language,
which is easy to modify during load time. This allowed us to insert a layer
of indirection between the call sites, methods and method bodies which was
versatile enough to manage multiple versions of code and redirect the calls
to the latest version during runtime.
There have been over the years some basic developments in the similar
fashion, but unlike them we engineered JRebel to run on the stock JVM
and to have no visible impact on application functional or non-functional
behaviour. The latter was the hardest, as the layer of indirection both
introduces numerous compatibility problems and adds performance over-
head. To overcome those limitations we had to integrate deeply on many
levels of the JVM and to use compiler techniques to remove the layer of
indirection where possible.
1.1 Publications and Contributions
This dissertation is based on four papers, which are listed below.
• Publication 1: Aranea: web framework construction and in-
tegration kit.
– This paper describes our efforts at developing a self-contained
component object model that would allow assembling web frame-
works and would serve to ease application interoperability. The
author lead the design and development of “Aranea” for several
years and participated in the initial design of the core model and
most extensions.
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• Publication 2: On designing safe and flexible embedded
DSLs with Java 5
– This paper describes the common patterns in designing a safe
and flexible embedded domain-specific language on the Java 5
platform, using features like generics, enums, foreach and code
generation. It includes descriptions of three prototype example
DSLs that give rise to the patterns. The Bytecode DSL was
designed and prototyped by the author, and the SQL DSL was
developed from his descriptions and under his direct supervision.
The patterns were derived by the author with help from other
contributors.
• Publication 3: Method and arrangement for re-loading a
class
– This patent describes the underlying basic ideas that went
into the development of the dynamic code reloading solution
“JRebel”. The author has developed the initial version of JRebel
and written the patent largely alone.
• Publication 4: A Thousand Years of Productivity: The
JRebel Story
– This paper relates the experience of creating “JRebel” from
both an academic and and industry perspective. It describes
the state-of-the art before and after the development, describes
the technical challenges in developing the product in the existing
and complex ecosystem and measures the impact of the tool on
the ecosystem. The challenges and measurements described have
been either done by the author or under his direct supervision.
The author is the primary contributor of the paper.
19
1.2 Structure of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 corresponds to
publication I and describes our efforts at creating the component object
model, reference web framework, interoperability module and other exten-
sions of the “Aranea” project. It also relates some practical experiences
and further developments outside of the scope of the paper.
Chapter 3 corresponds to publication II and describes the patterns in
designing the typesafe embedded domain-specific languages on the Java
5 platform as well as the reference embedded DSLs we created to study
the challenges and derived the patterns from. It also relates some further
developments outside of the scope of the paper.
Chapter 4 corresponds to publications III and IV and describes the
development of the “JRebel” code reloading solution as well as its research
and industry implications. It gives a brief technical description of the core
ideas to help understand the patent and provides some context outside of
the scope of the paper or patent.
Chapter 5 relates the previously discussed developments to the industry
and research ecosystem and summarizes the improvements of the state-of-







“For the last 10 years it has
been all about giant Java
servers that poop HTML.”
Cameron Purdy
2.1 Motivation
In 2005, when we started work on the “Aranea” project the Java web
framework ecosystem was both rich and fragmented. Over 30 open source
Java web frameworks were actively developed, not including commercial
products or other platforms like .NET and numerous dynamic languages.
This is also not to mention in-house corporate frameworks that never saw
public light. Many different and incompatible design philosophies were
used, but even within one approach there were multiple frameworks that




Figure 2.1: Web Framework Popularity in 2012 [Kaba 11a]
The advantage of such a situation is that different approaches and ideas
are tried out. Indeed, many very good ideas have been proposed during
these years, many of which we incorporated into the project. Although
today there is still no clear winner in the web framework market, a lot of
consolidation has taken place, but as one can see in figure 2.1 [Kaba 11a]
only 8 web frameworks have over 5% of the market.
The goal of the “Aranea” project was to create a simple yet versatile
platform that could be used to express the various approaches, experiment
with new framework features and provide and interoperability layer between
different web frameworks and applications. It would provide researchers
with a good starting point, framework developers with a common integra-
tion platform and a reference implementation, and users with a framework
that takes component reusability to a new level to accommodate complex
UI requirements as shown in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Aranea Complex UI
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2.2 Background
Aranea draws its ideas from multiple frameworks such as Struts, WebWork,
JavaServer Faces, ASP.NET, Wicket, Tapestry, WASH, Cocoon, Spring
Web Flow, and RIFE.
Although we were not aware of Seaside [Duca 04] when developing this
framework, we have to acknowledge that the rich UI programming interface
of widgets and flows is almost identical with the programming interface of
Seaside, but the design of Seaside differs a lot and it is not intended as a
component model for web framework construction and integration.
2.3 Contribution
The Aranea component object model is built around two basic types of
server-side components with a well-defined lifecycle and dependencies—
stateless unsynchronized Services and stateful synchronized Widgets.
Both must implement the basic Component interface that provides a life-









The first basic component is a Service. Since the service can be both
stateless and re-entrant, it provides only one action() method that is
responsible for all logic, interaction and rendering the component may do.
Path, Input and Output are abstractions over HTTP protocol request and
24
response that allow one to build better abstractions and hide irrelevant
implementation details.







The second basic component is a Widget that is assumed to be stateful
and non-reentrant. It has separate request-response cycle phases: update()
is called on some or all widgets irrespective of where the request is directed,
event() is called on the widget that originated the request, process()
is called on all widgets that will render and render() is an idempotent
method that may be called as many times as necessary.
interface Widget extends Service {
void update(InputData data);




These descriptions may cause one to think that the Aranea core hosts
and manages these components and their lifecycle. Actually, the Aranea
core is meta-cicular in the sense that the Aranea core consists of the same
components as the application, thus developing application and framework
features require the same mental model and set of skills. Figure 2.3 illus-
trates the key components in the hierarchy that are necessary to host the
root application widget. A typical Aranea assembly will contain dozens of
components in the basic hierarchy and include dozens more ready made
25
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components that capture various aspects of UI functionality and are in-
tended to be used in the application, including flow containers, form con-
tainers, paged list containers and so on.
The most interesting side effect of this model is that almost everything
can be expressed as a first class abstraction. Here are some concepts that
are hard to express in most other web frameworks:
Flows A very typical need in a business application is a multi-stage process
wherein some information is collected, some choices are made, some
data is updated and then the result is returned to the caller. This
is complicated to implement without a decent state management and
hard to reuse without a ubiquitous component model. In Aranea,
we created a FlowContainerWidget that captures and manages the
abstraction of state management and navigation, which can be hosted
by any other widget. This allows one to arbitrarily call flows, nest
flows and even run parallel flows on the same page independently with
guaranteed isolation.
Contexts Another common requirement is to have a portion of the appli-
cation operating within a specific context, e.g. think medical appli-
cation with a particular patient selected. Aranea allows one to easily
nest that whole part of the application in a particular Widget, that
both renders the necessary information and provides the context in
the Environment of all underlying widgets.
Some typical web frameworks aspects are also different in the presence
of a hierarchical component model:
Configuration Unlike other frameworks that typically require custom
configuration mechanism, Aranea can be wired together by a De-
pendency Injection container like Spring or Guice and its individual
components and aspects are configured using the same mechanism.
26
Figure 2.3: Aranea Component Hierarchy
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Security There is no need to protect particular URLs, as the application
code defines all allowed navigation. Thus the only protection needed
is largely at the level of menus and menu items.
Error Handling The beauty of a hierarchical component model is that
exceptions can occur and be processed at any level of the hierarchy.
E.g. the FlowContainerWidget processes the exceptions on its own
and the rest of the widgets are isolated from these exceptions and
render without issue.
Concurrency As widgets are always synchronized and stateful, there is
no need to worry about mutable state or concurrency, instead one
can focus on the actual application requirements.
2.4 Conclusions and Further Developments
Several further developments have been implemented since the publishing
of the article and documented in various bachelor’s and master’s theses.
Blocking Calls/Continuations Implemented by Rein
Raudjärv [Raud 07] as a bachelor’s thesis, this is an implemen-
tation of continuation-style programming, inspired by Scheme’s
call/cc, in the context of the Aranea component model and specif-
ically the flow navigation pattern. This was implemented using
load-time bytecode processing that captures the call stack and
resumes execution on the next request.
Ajax Implemented by Alar Kvell [Kvel 07] as a bachelor’s thesis, this
brings contextual rendering and update regions, so that only the nec-
essary widgets are rendered and updated on each user interaction.
Along with a Javascript library that made it trivial to call widget
events as well as simplified a number of other UI interactions. Ex-
tremely rich UI applications have been built using this development.
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Dynamic XML Schema-Based Web Forms in Java Implemented
by Rein Raudärv [Raud] in his master’s thesis, it provides for a
declarative XML-based DSL for describing UI forms and mapping
to a persistent XML data model. This has been used to build
applications for organizations that have a lot of user-generated data.
Lightweight Web Integration Implemented by Maxim Boiko [Boik 08]
in his master’s thesis, it describes and implements the local and re-
moting interoperability features of Aranea, as envisioned in the paper.
Implementation for JSF, Struts and Remote Portlets was included.
History Navigation Mechanisms and Web Application State
Implemented by Taimo Peelo [Peel 08] as a bachelor’s thesis, it
provides advanced server-side and client-side state management as
well as state versioning and branching in the VCS style.
Java Web Applications on Desktop Implemented by Priit Li-
ivak [Liiv 08] as a bachelor’s thesis, this allows users to deploy
Aranea web applications on the desktop, allowing applications to
function offline as well as providing access to desktop APIs like tray
icons and notifications. It includes a database for offline caching and
operations and foresees a lot of later functionality of Google Gears
and HTML5.
It is our belief that although Aranea did not catch either a lot of market
or a lot of mindshare, it has performed well as a platform for experimenta-
tion and research. It is also running in multiple complex production web






“I went into this knowing very
little about ORM, and even
very little about databases.”
Gevin King on creating
Hibernate
Domain-specific language usually refers to a small sublanguage that
has very low overhead when expressing domain-specific data and behavior.
DSL is a broad term [Deur 00, Bent 99] and can refer both to a fully im-
plemented language and a specialized API that looks like a sublanguage
[Huda 96], but still written using some general-purpose language. Such
DSLs in the latter meaning have been introduced by both the functional
[Brin 04] and dynamic language communities [Cuad 07]. Both these com-
munities (especially functional) took advantage of function composition and
operator overloading to build combinator-based languages that look noth-
ing like the host one. The functional community also strongly supports
the notion of type safety; therefore DSLs they create are usually statically
typed.
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The main motivation for using DSLs (whether embedded or external)
is threefold. First of all, the key feature of DSLs is encoding domain-
specific data and behavior with low overhead. This means that the code is
both easier to comprehend and easier to maintain. Secondly, thanks to the
low overhead the DSL text should also be understandable by the domain
expert. This makes it easier to collaborate with the expert on encoding
the domain-specific logic. Finally, with embedded DSLs one can make
use of the compiler advanced features to ensure type safety on the level
of DSL constructs, thus eliminating certain types of errors already during
compilation.
In the Java community DSLs are becoming increasingly popular. Un-
fortunately published work in the area is very rare and most of the in-
novation is done in an ad hoc way by various members of the Java com-
munity. Almost the only paper in the area was published by Freeman et
al [Free 04] and describes the lessons learnt from designing the jMock em-
bedded DSL. Another example is the Hibernate Criteria [Baue 05]. Those
and some folklore examples introduced a technique for writing embedded
DSLs using method call chaining that was coined Fluent Interface by Mar-
tin Fowler [Fowl 05].
Unfortunately most of the current DSLs do not use the advanced fea-
tures of the language introduced in Java 5. Although quite a few clever
tricks can be found in the wild, designing a safe and flexible DSL is still
a challenge. In our paper we show how to make use of Generics, Enums,
static imports and other Java 5 language capabilities to significantly im-
prove the resulting DSL’s flexibility and safety. We introduce several novel
patterns that make designing a Java 5 DSL an easier task. It is our goal
that the paper would serve as a starting point for someone designing an
embedded DSL that takes full advantage of the Java 5 features.
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3.1 DSLs
To illustrate our motivation consider the following example. SQL is com-
monly embedded in dynamically concatenated Java strings. This example
includes multiple mistakes, which may be pretty hard to detect in this form.
ResultSet rs = SqlUtil.executeQuery(
"SELECT name, height, birthday " +
"FORM person" +
"WHERE heigth >= " + 170);
while (rs.next()) {
String name = rs.getString("name");
Integer height = rs.getInt("height");
Date birthday = rs.getDate("birthday");
System.out.println(
name + " " + height + " " + birthday);
}
The following example rewrites the same query in the statically type-
safe embedded SQL DSL. All of the mistakes in the previous example would
cause a compilation error in this one, including both syntactical and type
errors. In fact, in a sufficiently advanced IDE, like Eclipse, the autocom-
plete suggestion will be precisely the syntactically and type correct entries.
Person p = new Person();






for (Tuple3<String, Integer, Date> row : rows) {
String name = row.v1;
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Integer height = row.v2;
Date birthday = row.v3;
System.out.println(
name + " " + height + " " + birthday);
}
Next one can see a “Hello, World!” program in Java.
public class HelloWorld {




The same program in compiled form is expressed via class structurs
(constructors, methods, fields) and Java bytecode. This form can be derived
from the compiled class using the javap tool shipped with the JVM.











Typically, a need to generate or manipulate Java bytecode arises, it’s
a fairly complex and error-prone procedure. The leading generators are
ASM [Brun 02] and Javassist [Chib 98]. Both use strings and untyped
33
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arguments in lieu of any statically verifiable constructs. We propose that
a typesafe DSL could significantly improve productivity and reduce the
defect rate in such complex undertakings.
new ClassBuilder(










The DSL that we propose not only tracks the types of all the arguments,
but, Java bytecode being a stack-based language, also records and tracks all
the slots and types on the stack, to make sure that an incorrect expression
would not compile.
The bytecode DSL is not fully typesafe, as some arguments like method
names are expressed as strings. Unfortunately, unlike SQL, which operates
againsta predefined schema, bytecode DSL 1) operates in an open world,
where some of the classes may not be available at the type and 2) even if all
classes were predefined there are just too many of them to create a viable
typesafe metadata dictionary.
Finally, we also prototyped an XML-based DSL, which like the bytecode
DSL is not entirely statically typesafe. However, in that context we also
explored later verification, where some of the constraints are expressed by
the Java metadata attributes and can be verified in full by the runtime.
final Tag<PERSON> person = xml.tag(PERSON.class, NAME, "Michael")
.attr(BIRTHDAY,"dd.MM.yyyy",birthDay) // uses SimpleDateFormat
34




.attr(COUNTRY, Country.DE) // Country is Enum





Let us now take a step back and look at the patterns showing up in the
design of the DSLs we have described. We describe the patterns in an
informal way, but try to illustrate in the paper with the examples of use
and a discussion of impact. It is our hope that these patterns will simplify
the future design and development of complex typesafe Java DSLs.
A brief summary of patterns follows.
Restricting Syntax At any moment of time the DSL builder should have
precisely the methods allowed in the current state. This is important
both from the point of validating syntax and providing a great IDE
autocompletion experience to the user.
Type History Type history can be accumulated as a type list and use it
to reject actions that do not fit with that history The most advanced
use of this pattern is in the Bytecode DSL, where the whole stack
is incrementally recorded and then validated at compile-time against
the expressions.
Typesafe Metadata Metadata used by the DSL should include compile-
time type information. This was best expressed in the SQL DSL,
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where the database schema is used to generate its full representation
in the typesafe Java expressions, less so in Bytecode and XML DSLs.
Unsafe Assumptions Allow the user to do type unsafe actions, but make
sure he has to document his assumptions. Good design should always
allow escape hatches.
Hierarchical Expressions Use method chaining when context is needed
and static functions when hierarchy and extensibility are needed.
There used to be a lot of pushback against using static functions in
such manner, but now that functional languages are making a strong
comeback the situation has reversed.
Closures Use closures to escape the method chaining for control flow and
reuse. Combining method chaining with control flow is almost impos-
sible without closures. With Java 8 project Lambda we are excited
about opportunities to build even better DSLs.
3.3 Further Developments
Several further developments have been implemented since the publishing
of the article.
Typesafe DSL for relational data manipulation in Java Juhan
Aasaru [? ] has expanded on our prototype of the typesafe SQL DSL
and did a full blown implementation with tests and documentation,
as well as experimented with multiple extensions to our original
ideas.
Squill Building on Juhan Aasaru’s work, the authors of the paper have de-
veloped the SQL DSL further as the Open Source project “Squill” [?
]. We implemented different database dialects, practical array of
database functions and other necessary functionality. Despite that,
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to our knowledge, Squill has never been used in a production appli-
cation.
Our work on the typesafe DSLs in Java became one of the seminal
papers in that area and is cited in most further developments. There are
numerous interesting ideas coming out in this research area and it is our
belief that our initial goal of creating a foundation for later developments
has been achieved.
As far as the industry is concerned, due to our work in this area we
have been invited into discussions of various DSLs, including the JPA 2.0
Criteria JSR standard and some of the influence of our work can be seen







“[changing the JVM] to allow
the addition of methods and to
allow some method attribute
changes is currently planned for
[Java 7]”
Sun JVM Bug 4910812,
21st Mar 2006
One of the common ways for enterprises to build web applications is
by using the Java Enterprise Edition platform. This platform introduces
the concept of an application server that manages the HTTP client con-
nections and provides services like security, transactional execution and
network clustering. Each application can the focus on the specific business
logic and needs to be deployed on the application server to function. The
application itself is a ZIP archive with a .war or .ear file extension with
internal structure corresponding to the Java EE specification [Shan 06].
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The application needs to be compiled from the sources, packaged into the
archive and deployed to the application server before it can begin executing.
Such a procedure was conceived to make deploying the application to a
production environment, where it will begin servicing the users, to be safe
and predictable. In development, however, this causes multiple delays every
day, as developers make GUI changes need to validate them in a running
application. As the time it takes to build and deploy an application is in
general proportional to its size, this causes unnecessary waste of time and
frustration in the development of Java EE applications.
An effort to skip the deployment step was also made, when Dmitriev
et al [Dmit 01a] introduced the HotSwap mechanism in 2001. HotSwap
allowed one to substitute the method bodies of Java classes in the running
application, thus changes to the code could be propagated directly to the
application server over the wire. Although this improved things somewhat,
the limitation to method bodies severely reduced its usefulness.
By 2007 it was not uncommon to have a 15 minutes long build &
deploy cycle for large enterprise applications even on the best available
hardware. In this setting we released the first version of our software,
JRebel [Kaba 08a]. In the beginning, JRebel was developed as an improve-
ment over the HotSwap mechanism, allowing methods, fields and classes to
be added in addition to changing the method bodies. As of 2012, the tool
supports a much wider array of changes, allowing the developers to almost
always skip both packaging and deployment steps for all Java EE applica-
tions with the few exceptions discussed later in the paper. As a result, the
tool grew from its humble beginnings in 2007 to a major time-saver in the
Java EE ecosystem, with tens of thousands of users benefiting every day.
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Figure 4.1: JRebel Class Transformation
4.1 Contribution
JRebel works by instrumenting the application and JVM classes to create a
layer of indirection. When an application class is loaded, it is instrumented
to replace the method bodies with a redirection to the runtime redirection
service as shown on figure 4.1. The runtime redirection service manages
and loads the class and method versions using supplementary anonymous
classes, that are loaded per each class or method version. Additionally,
the invocations in the method bodies are rewritten to account for added
methods and fields as well as changes in the method override hierarchy.
Although ZeroTurnaround does not disclose the details of JRebel inter-
nals beyond the filed patents [Kaba 08a], we will describe the underlying
concepts using a series of examples below.
We start with a simple class C with two methods method1() and
method2().
public class C extends X {
int y = 5;
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int method1(int x) {
return x + y;
}




During load-time JRebel will instrument that class. The class signature
will be preserved, but the bodies of all methods will be replaced with a
runtime redirection call, that includes all of the information about the call,
including name, signature and arguments. Arguments are packed into an
Object array to allow for any number and type of arguments to be passed
to the runtime.
public class C extends X {
int y = 5;
int method1(int x) {
Object[] o = new Object[1];
o[0] = x;
return Runtime.redirect(this, o, "C", "method1", "(I)I");
}
void method2(String s) {
Object[] o = new Object[1];
o[0] = s;
return Runtime.redirect(
this, o, "C", "method2", "(Ljava/lang/String;)V");
}
}
JRebel will also load a version 0 of the class C, which will be named
C0 or similarly incorporate the version identifier in the class name. It
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includes all of the methods, but they are converted to static and take
the instance of class C as the first argument. The bodies of these methods
are instrumented to go through the runtime for the method calls and field
lookups of methods and fields.
public abstract class C0 {
public static int method1(C c, int x) {
int tmp1 = Runtime.getFieldValue(c, "C", "y", "I");
return x + tmp1;
}
public static void method2(C c, String s) {
PrintStream tmp1 =
Runtime.getFieldValue(
null, "java/lang/System", "out", "Ljava/io/PrintStream;");
Object[] o = new Object[1];
o[0] = s;
Runtime.redirect(




Now let’s say that the user has change the class C by adding a new
method z() and calling it from method1().
public class C {





int method1(int x) {




JRebel detects the change and loads a new version of class C called C1.
This class adds a static version of method z() and uses the new body of
method1().
public class C1 {
public static int z(C c) {
return 10;
}
public static int method1(C c, int x) {
int tmp1 = Runtime.getFieldValue(c, "C", "y", "I");
int tmp2 = Runtime.redirect(c, null, "C", "z", "(V)I");




As the runtime will always route the Runtime.redirect call to the
latest version of the class, calling new C().method1(10) will return 15
before the change and 25 after the change.
Of course such naive implementation is both missing a lot of necessary
details and is incredibly inefficient. In reality most of the redirection calls
in JRebel are optimized away completely and the ones that still take place
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are completely inlined either in call sites, destination methods or generated
intermediary methods.
4.2 Impact
JRebel has been around since 2007, but it gained traction over time. Today
over 3000 organizations are customers of ZeroTurnaround. But how much
is the software actually used? Does it measurably save time for the users?
If yes, then how much? And what are the savings in dollar equivalent, if
any?
These are the questions that need to be answered in order to understand
what is the actual impact of the software on our users. Of course, measuring
the productivity gain of the software is always challenging. However in the
case of JRebel there are some estimates that are pretty easy to put together.
1. JRebel itself gathers statistics on the numbers of updates it does and
reports the figures back to us, when possible, using the “Homecalling”
functionality.
2. JRebel Social is our free product for non-commercial use that re-
quires a tie-in to an online account and thus provides more accurate
reporting.
3. During the years we have run several surveys that allow us to estimate
the time wasted on reloading changes in the Java EE ecosystem as
well as other key productivity metrics.
The first results are from homecalling data. From a sample of 1000
random users, the average number of redeploys prevented yearly is 2226. To
count the number of redeploys prevented per hour we assume 240 working
days a year and 5 coding hours a day. Thus 9.28 redeploys are prevented
per day and 1.86 redeploys per coding hour.
The data from JRebel Social is summarized in table 4.1.
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Item Description
Average Redeploy Time 139.7 sec / 2:20 mins
Total Redeploys Prevented Per User 2,516
Total Redeploys Prevented 16,290,165
Total Time Saved 72 years 60 days
Table 4.1: JRebel Social Data
The data from our 2010 survey, answered by 1027 respondents with
only 28% being ZeroTurnaround customers, is summarized in table 4.2.
Item Average StdDev
Redeploy time 3.1 mins 2.8
Redeploy frequency in an hour 4 3.2
Time spent redeploying in an hour 10.5 mins 9.8
Coding time spent redeploying 17.5% 16.3
Time spent redeploying per year 5.3 work-weeks 4.9
Table 4.2: Redeploy Survey Results
Applying the average redeploy time of 3.1 minutes to the results from
the previous section we would get an average of 5.77 minutes an hour spent
redeploying. This constitutes 9.6% of coding time. The time saved per day
would be 28.77 minutes and the time per working week of five days is 3.23
hours. Finally, the time saved per year would be 115.01 hours or 2.88
40-hour work weeks.
Whereas there are some difference across the three datasets, we can
derive good lower and upper bound for the actual time saved, which is
from 2.88 to 5.3 40-hour work-weeks a year.
Using those bounds we can also estimate the amount of directly mea-
surable time saved among all of the JRebel users over the lifetime of the
product. Assuming a number of users over 15, 000 the total time saved falls




Since its initial release in September of 2007 JRebel has gone through four
more major releases, where each added a wealth of important functionality.
1.0 Initial release, support for class reloading and basic Java SE integra-
tion.
2.0 Support for packaged deployment with virtual packaging through the
“rebel.xml” functionality.
3.0 Deep integration with Java SE and Java EE to support code and con-
figuration updates for EJB, JSP, JSF, CDI and JPA standards as well
Proxies, enums, static fields and so on.
4.0 Shipped with 50+ framework and container plugins for code and con-
figuration reloading in the ecosystem.
5.0 Included JRebel Remoting, that allows updating code remotely as
seamlessly as locally.
Our current focus goes largely is largely on providing the same quick
and easy updates in distributed production applications as are provided by
JRebel for development. “LiveRebel 1.0” had the following major differ-
ences from JRebel:
Server and application management LiveRebel can deploy, undeploy
and update applications on any subset of the running servers.
Distributed orchestration LiveRebel either applies update on all appli-
cation servers or on none. A failed update is rolled back automatically.
Structural diff Before an update, LiveRebel compares the current and
the previous version and identifies if there are any changes that cannot
be applied by the hotpatching engine derived from JRebel.
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Request buffering Ensures that no requests are lost during the update
and that hotpatching is applied on an application without load.
Changeset distribution Only tne difference between versions is up-
loaded to the server nodes.
However after gathering feedback from users we understood that hot-
patching is just a small piece of the puzzle and focused on supporting the
whole application lifecycle. LiveRebel 2.0 included the following changes:
Distributed load balancer LiveRebel starts a load-balancing daemon in
front of every server and those are used to redistribute requests among
servers when necessary.
Multiple update strategies LiveRebel would fall back to rolling restarts
and then to offline restarts if hotpatching wasn’t available.
Configuration management LiveRebel allows scripts to be shipped in
the artifacts and executed at different points of the application life-
cycle.
Our further work is connected largely to application lifecycle orchestra-
tion, configuration management and expansion to platforms beyond Java.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
“The current version is always
just a beta, the next one will
rock your world!.”
Cameron Purdy
Today, seven years after we began our efforts, it is clear that our ap-
proach to web framework development did not bear a lot of fruit. The
framework itself has been released as open source in 2005. Some research
has referred Aranea, some further experimentation has been done on the
platform under our supervision and several production application are run-
ning on it, but the world of web application integration moved instead to
RESTful services and browser-based UI integration.
The typesafe DSL effort was more successful, as it influenced both fur-
ther research on the topic and some changes inspired by this and similar
efforts made its way into the design of the latest JPA specification. The
DSLs described in the paper never made it past the prototype phase and
were never used in a production application.
Our dynamic code reloading solution is in wide use today in the Java
community, with over 3000 organizations using it day to day. JRebel suc-
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cess has motivated further research in similar technologies as well as some
competing efforts, all beneficial for the community and ecosystem.
All in all, our contribution has been a drop of improvement in the
ocean of challenges, but thanks to the efforts of other good folks the Java
EE platform of today is significantly better than 7 years ago.
Our further efforts are now focused on application maintainance, life-
cycle and delivery, which remains a very promising area of study, as huge
inefficiencies are easy to come by. In particular we plan to investigate ap-
plication state migration, change and release workflow process automation,
database schema versioning, configuration and environment as code as well
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Produktiivsema Java EE ökosüsteemi poole
Alates Java programmeerimiskeele loomisest 1995. a. on selle üks kõige
olulisemaid kasutusvaldkondi veebirakenduste programmeerimine. Java
populaarsuse põhjuseks ei olnud ainult keeledisainilised omadused nagu
objektorienteeritus ja range tüübisüsteem, vaid ennekõike platvormist
sõltumatus ja standardiseeritud teekide rohkus, mis tegi tavaprogrammeer-
ijatele veebirakenduste programmeerimise jõukohaseks. Kümme aastat
hiljem oli olukord muutunud märkimisväärselt. Java oli kaotamas oma
liidripositsiooni uutele, nn. dünaamilistele keeltele nagu PHP, Ruby ja
Python. Seejuures polnud põhjuseks mitte see, et need keeled ise oleksid
tunduvalt Javast paremad, vaid Java ökosüsteemi areng oli väga konser-
vatiivne ja aeglane.
Antud kontekstis alustasime aastal 2005 oma uuringuid eesmärgiga
parandada suurimad probleemid Java ökosüsteemis ja viia see vähemalt
samale tasemele ülalmainitud keeltega. Käesaolevas dissertatsioonis on es-
itatud vastavate uuringute tulemused. Dissertatsioon põhineb neljal pub-
likatsioonil – kolmel eelretsenseeritud teadusartiklil ja ühel patendil.
Esimeseks katseks oli uue veebiraamistike integreerimisraamistiku
”Aranea” loomine. Antud hetkel oli Javas üle kolmekümne aktiivselt
arendatavat veebiraamistikku, mistõttu otsustasime fokuseeruda kahele
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võtmeprobleemile: raamistike taaskasutatavuse lihtsus ja koostöövõime.
Selleks töötasime välja uudse komponentmudeli, mis võimaldab kirjel-
dada süsteemi teenus- ja kasutajaliideskomponentide hierarhilisi seoseid, ja
realiseerisime eri raamistike adapterid komponentmudelisse sobitumiseks.
Uuringute tulemused on esitatud artiklis [Murk 06].
Järgmise probleemina käsitlesime andmete haldamiskihi kirjeldamist.
Lähtusime eeldusest, et relatsioonilistes andmebaasides on SQL kõige
enamlevinud andmete kirjelduskeel, ja efektiivne admehalduskiht peab
võimaldama Javas lihtsasti esitada SQL päringuid, samas garanteeri-
ma konstrueeritavate päringute süntaktilise korrektsuse. Senised lahen-
dused baseerusid reeglina SQL päringute programsel konstrueerimisel
sõnedena, mistõttu päringute korrektsuse kontroll oli raskendatud. La-
henduseks töötasime välja nn. rakendispetsiifilise keele (i.k. domain-
specific language, DSL) SQL päringute esitamiseks kasutades Java keele
tüübisüsteemi vahendeid nende korrektsuse kompileerimisaegseks validee-
rimiseks. Töö käigus identifitseerisime üldised tarkvara disainimustrid,
mis lihtsustavad analoogiliste tüübikindlate DSLide loomist, ja kasutasime
neid kahe uue eksperimentaalse tüübikindla DSLi loomisel — Java klasside
täitmisaegseks loomiseks ja manipuleerimiseks ning XMLi parsimiseks ja
genereerimiseks. Uuringute tulemused on esitatud artiklis [Kaba 11c].
Kolmanda ülesandena pühendusime ühele olulisemale Java platvormi
puudusele võrreldes dünaamiliste keeltega. Kui PHP’s või Ruby’s saab
programmi koodi otseselt muuta ja tulemust koheselt näha, siis Java rak-
endusserverid nõuavad rakenduse ”ehitamist” (i.k. build) ja ”paigutamist”
(i.k. deploy), mis suurte rakenduste korral võib võtta mitmeid või isegi
kümneid minuteid. Probleemi lahenduseks töötasime välja uudse ja prak-
tilise meetodi koodi ümberlaadimiseks Java platvormil, mille põhjal aren-
dasime ja lasime välja toote ”JRebel”. See kasutab Java baitkoodi
laadimisaegset modifitseerimist koos spetsiaalse ümbersuunamiskihiga kut-
sekohtade, meetodite ja meetodikeha vahel, mis võimaldab hallata koodi
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erinevaid versioone ning täitmisajal suunata väljakutsed viimasele ver-
sioonile. Uuringute tulemused on esitatud patendis [Kaba 08a] ja artik-
lis [Kaba 12].
Täna, rohkem kui seitse aastat pärast uuringute algust, tuleb tõdeda, et
meie töö veebiraamistikega lõi küll eduka platvormi erinevate eksperimen-
taalsete ideede uurimiseks ja katsetamiseks, kuid reaalses tarkvaratööstuses
ei ole leidnud laialdast kasutust. Töö tüübikindlate DSLidega oli edukam,
sest see mõjutas otseselt edaspidiseid uuringuid antud teemal ning selle ele-
mendid leidsid rakendust viimases JPA standardi spetsifikatsioonis. Kõige
suurem mõju tarkvaratööstusele on meie dünaamiline koodiümberlaadimise
lahendus, mis on tänapäeval Java kogukonnas laialdaselt kasutusel ning
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